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Mundania Press LLC, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Start of a Prophecy: To
Savah, a sheltered fifteen-year-old who has been hiding her
growing magical abilities, it seems like chance when she meets
Bazir in the marketplace of Erah where she is selling cloth she
has woven, but it is the hand of fate and the hope of a prophecy
-- given a gentle push of Kalisha, a wise woman -- setting them
on their life s journey. The two marry, although he cannot stay
for Bazir is the head of a growing resistance determined to
overthrow Haratha, the Dark Wizard. When Bazir is captured, a
magical bracelet Savah wove as his wedding gift turns him into
a wolf. Escaping, he makes his way to her, where he learns she
has birthed their daughter, Aimah, who was immediately
kidnapped by the mysterious Kalisha. To stop a great evil:
Knowing the prophecy, Haratha has been relentlessly hunting
for the women predicted to be his downfall. Aimah grows under
Kalisha s guidance, learning her own magic and gifts. In time,
she marries and has a daughter...
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It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Conor  Gr a nt-- Conor  Gr a nt

This ebook will be worth acquiring. It is actually writter in basic phrases instead of hard to understand. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tr ysta n Yundt-- Tr ysta n Yundt
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